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Abstract—The Ethereum Improvement Proposal 3675 (EIP-
3675) marks a significant shift, transitioning from a Proof of
Work (PoW) to a Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism.
This transition resulted in a staggering 99.95% decrease in
energy consumption. However, the transition prompts two critical
questions: (1). How does EIP-3675 affect miners’ dynamics? and
(2). How do users determine priority fees, considering that paying
too little may cause delays or non-inclusion, yet paying too much
wastes money with little to no benefits? To address the first
question, we present a comprehensive empirical study examining
EIP-3675’s effect on miner dynamics (i.e., miner participation,
distribution, and the degree of randomness in miner selection).
Our findings reveal that the transition has encouraged broader
participation of miners in block append operation, resulting
in a larger pool of unique miners (≈ 50× PoW), and the
change in miner distribution with the increased number of
unique small category miners (≈ 60× PoW). However, there is
an unintended consequence: a reduction in the miner selection
randomness, which signifies the negative impact of the transition
to PoS-Ethereum on network decentralization. Regarding the
second question, we employed regression-based machine learning
models; the Gradient Boosting Regressor performed best in
predicting priority fees, while the K-Neighbours Regressor was
worst.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Ethereum, EIP-3675, miner central-
ization, empirical analysis, machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain facilitates decentralized and transparent storage
of transactions in a shared immutable ledger; notable examples
are Bitcoin [1] and Ethereum [2]. In contrast to conventional
centralized databases (where a limited number of well-defined
nodes primarily perform append/write operations), blockchains
facilitate consensus-driven write operations (or block append
operations) and disperse transactional data across a network
of peers. Using cryptographic techniques, including hashing,
a set of transactions is wrapped into a ”block” and appended to
a chain of previously validated blocks, forming an unalterable
history [3]. Maintaining a decentralized ledger eliminates the
need for intermediaries and thus lowers the possibility of fraud
while allowing the trustless execution of transactions between
peers.

Critical to the functioning of any blockchain is the consen-
sus mechanism, which ensures agreement among nodes on the
present state of the shared ledger [4, 5]. Proof-based consensus
algorithms have been designed for permissionless blockchains

in the past. Proof of Work (PoW) [6] is the first proof-based
algorithm; several variants of PoW have been proposed in
the last decade, e.g., Proof of Stake (PoS) [7], and Proof of
Authority (PoA) [8]. PoW consensus has been at the core of
Bitcoin since its inception in 2009 to facilitate block append
operation [3]. Furthermore, Ethereum also adopted the PoW
consensus mechanism [6] from its inception in 2013 until
the Paris upgrade (Sept 15, 2022). However, a transformative
moment in Ethereum’s evolution occurred with the Paris
upgrade, introducing PoS through EIP-3675 [9]. Interstingly,
Bitcoin – Ethereum’s predecessor and the first decentralized
cryptocurrency – has no plans to change its PoW algorithm
because of security concerns, e.g., 33% attack [10, 11].

PoW requires miners to spend computational resources to
solve a computation puzzle; a miner that solves it first is
incentivized to append the newly mined block to the shared
ledger, while PoS requires miners to stake cryptocurrency
(e.g., a minimum of 32 Ether has to be staked by validators to
participate in mining in the case of Ethereum) as collateral
to create, validate, and append new blocks. ‘Miner’ and
‘Proposer/Validator’ refer to block producers in Bitcoin and
Ethereum, respectively. Moreover, ‘Paris upgrade’ and ‘EIP-
3675’ are interchangeably used in this paper.

The Ethereum community’s switch to PoS is a decision
taken with the intent to make the consensus process energy-
efficient without sacrificing the blockchain’s core character-
istics. The Paris upgrade [9] is facilitated by introducing the
RANDAO algorithm [12], which randomly selects a proposer
from a set of validators based on the Ether they hold and
are willing to stake. The more Ether a validator stakes, the
higher their chances of getting selected as block-proposer and
proposing a new block. This upgrade also required the active
role of the beacon chain (initiated on Dec 1, 2020) in storing
consensus data in slots, including attestations, withdrawals,
validator data, and empty execution payloads. However, as
designed, after the Paris upgrade, the beacon chain stores
transaction-related data in the execution payload [13].

A. Use Case

Let us illustrate a practical scenario involving transac-
tions between Ram and Siya (graduate students), showing
the impact of EIP-3675 on users submitting transactions
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(e.g., send/receive operation) (see Fig. 1). Ram is exploring
blockchain platforms, has developed a blockchain algorithm,
and needs to test it on various blockchain frameworks like
Ethereum, Bitcoin, and Hyperledger Fabric. However, because
of his laptop’s limited capabilities, he realized that he could
not fully sync Ethereum and Bitcoin and thus required one
additional high-performance system. He sought to purchase a
workstation but lacked sufficient funds, having only 2 Ether
while the workstation cost 3 Ether.
Ram turned to his friend Siya, who lent him 1 Ether in

Aug 2022 with the understanding that he would repay her
within two months. Siya had to pay a high transaction fee
(txnFee) for adding this transaction to the Ethereum ledger
due to Ethereum’s PoW protocol but proceeded with the
transaction. Ram purchased the workstation with Siya’s help
and completed the research task. In Sept 2022, Ethereum
transitioned to PoS, which altered mining dynamics, reducing
energy consumption but introducing fluctuations in txnFee.
Then, in Oct 2022, Ram decides to repay Siya. He is happy
that the txnFee he needs to pay to include his transaction in
the Ethereum ledger is lesser after the EIP-3675 improvement.
However, he needs to carefully determine txnFee to avoid
delay or unnecessary expense, as the priority fee (a txnFee
component) is volatile and can only offer benefits up to a cer-
tain extent. This use case highlights the real-world implications
of our research, showing how the shift to PoS has impacted
Siya and Ram, who transact in Ether.

Siya

Transition (EIP-3675)
(Sept 15, 2022)

(1.1) Lent 1 Ether to Ram

(2.1) Returned 1 Ether to Siya

Ram

High transaction fee?

Level of CentralisationHigh Low

Mining randomnessHigh Low
PoW-Ethereum

(1.2) Ram received 1Ether

(2.2) Siya received 1 Ether

Low but volatile
transaction fee?

Aug 2022 Oct 2022Sept 15, 2022

PoS-Ethereum

Fig. 1: Problem Statement

The transaction fee mechanism (TFM) in Ethereum is dy-
namic and multifaceted, governing the incentives for proposers
and validators and, thus, shaping the economic landscape of
the network [14, 15]. In the case of PoW-Ethereum, txnFee
– derived from base fee (baseFee) and priority fee (priori-
tyFee) – was influenced by numerous factors, e.g., network
congestion, the availability of block space, and the competition
among miners to include transactions in the next block.
Driven by the prospect of earning more, Miners prioritized
transactions based on txnFee.

In PoS-Ethereum, Proposers append blocks [16]; it has
the following positives: significantly reduced energy usage
(by about 99.95%), faster block confirmations, and lower
txnFee [17]. With the substantial decrease in the cost of the
consensus mechanism with PoS-Ethereum, which no longer
requires expensive puzzle-solving computations, proposers’
average priorityFee on block append operations has reduced
considerably. However, the priorityFee factor has become
more volatile. Therefore, it is crucial to understand how this
transition impacts priorityFee.

Exploring the miner centralization in PoS-Ethereum in-
volves analyzing unique miner participation, miner distribution
(small, medium, and large), and miner selection randomness.
It is crucial for a comprehensive analysis to consider the
implications for small-scale validators and how the network
incentivizes their participation. The gains from the reduced
computational work have altered the competitive dynamics
among validators (block producers), influencing the fee struc-
ture in various ways. It will also be interesting to explore how
the stakes held by validators correlate with the transaction fees
they set. Does a higher stake translate to higher fees? Or does
the PoS-Ethereum achieve the intended trade-off on a fair fee-
setting mechanism? PoS-Ethereum also fuelled concerns about
potential centralization due to wealth concentration. The rich-
get-richer debate revolves around whether wealthier miners
with more stakes gain higher staking rewards, potentially
amplifying income inequality in the future [18]. The question
is whether validators with higher stakes may gain dispropor-
tionate rewards, potentially leading to wealth concentration
and centralization within the mining ecosystem.

We have worked on two critical aspects of the impact of
EIP-3675: (a). Miner dynamics analysis (PoW-Ethereum and
PoS-Ethereum), i.e., examining the effects of EIP-3675 on
miner participation level, miner distribution, and the degree of
randomness in miner selection. The insights drawn will have
long-term practical implications for the Ethereum community
in understanding the potential change in the mining landscape.
(b). Machine learning models to predict txnFee and txnTime
for the PoS-Ethereum setting. This is particularly relevant for
end users, who need to make informed decisions about txnFee
in the PoS-Ethereum (refer to Fig. 1 for better clarity).

The research paper is structured as follows: Section II
introduces the TFM and details of the EIP-3675 upgrade. Sec-
tion III discusses data sources utilized and dataset generation
steps. Section IV details the research methodology and presents
the results of the empirical analysis. Section V reviews related
work, providing a context for existing analytical studies on
Ethereum and TFM. Section VI consolidates the findings and
discusses their significance.

II. BACKGROUND

This section presents a brief overview of TFM in Ethereum
(see Section II-A) followed by a discussion on the impact of
EIP-3675 on TFM (see section II-B).



TABLE I: Notations related to EIP-3675

Concept Description
PoW-Ethereum Ethereum during its Proof of Work phase, where miners compete to validate transactions through complex puzzles.
PoS-Ethereum Ethereum during its Proof of Stake phase, where validators create and validate blocks based on staked cryptocurrency.
Miner Nodes in Proof of Work that solve cryptographic puzzles to add blocks.
Validator A virtual entity in Proof of Stake validating and creating blocks based on staked cryptocurrency.
Proposer Pseudorandomly selected validator to append blocks in Proof of Stake for given slots.
EIPs Ethereum Improvement Proposals are the standards defining new features for Ethereum.
gas Unit measuring computational effort for operations on Ethereum.
transactionFee Cost paid in gas for executing transactions on Ethereum, ensuring network resources and security.

A. Transaction Fee Mechanism

The TFM in Ethereum represents how txnFee is managed
within the network. Ethereum Improvement Proposal 1559
(EIP-1559) [19] introduces a dynamic fee structure, which
is adjusted based on block gas usage. Users can bid on
transactions using parameters such as max priority fee per
gas and max fee per gas, ensuring backward compatibility
while providing flexibility and fairness in transaction pricing.
Crucially, EIP-1559 burns the baseFee, removing it from
circulation while remitting priorityFee to miners as rewards,
incentivizing transaction inclusion and discouraging empty
block mining. This mechanism enhances efficiency and user
experience in fee management.

B. Impact of EIP-3675 on TFM

EIP-3675 facilitates Ethereum’s transition from PoW to PoS
consensus mechanism. It has significant implications for the
TFM within the Ethereum network. With the adoption of
PoS, the costly puzzle-solving computations inherent in PoW
are eliminated, reducing the average priorityFee required for
block append operations. This reduction reflects a more cost-
effective approach to achieving consensus, which aligns with
Ethereum’s goal of improving scalability and sustainability.
However, the transition also introduced greater volatility in
the priorityFee factor due to changes in miner dynamics.

III. DATA

A. Data Sources

We collect data from three different sources to generate a
dataset. First, we synced the Ethereum full node in our local
system using the execution client Geth [20] and consensus
client Prysm [21]. The local Ethereum full node was a pri-
mary transaction-specific and consensus-related data source.
It included variables such as block number, miner public key,
transaction value, timestamps, slot number, and validator data.
Second, we fetched additional transaction-specific data from
Google BigQuery [22], e.g., gas price. Third, we fetched
additional consensus-specific data from Beaconcha.in [23],
e.g., the number of active validators.

We sliced the data collected for two different time ranges,
i.e., from July 7, 2022, to Feb 1, 2023, and from Aug 26,
2023, to Aug 29, 2023, for miner dynamics analysis and
transaction fee and time prediction, respectively (see Fig. 2).
For miner dynamics analysis, the last 1 million blocks were
selected for PoW-Ethereum (from block number 14537394 to
15537393), and the initial 1 million blocks were chosen for

PoS-Ethereum (from block number 15537394 to 16537393),
providing a comprehensive temporal scope for understanding
the impact of Ethereum’s Paris upgrade on miner behavior. We
used data comprising more than 2.5 million transactions(from
block number 18000001 to 18020000) to train the regression-
based machine-learning models to predict txnFee and txnTime.
For better comprehension and clarity, we have described the
common notations related to EIP-3675 used in this paper in
Table I.

20K blocks
≈ 2.5M transactions

Execution Chain
Launch
(2015)

15537393

Consensus
Related Data

4700013
Beacon Chain

Launch
(2020)

18000001
(Aug 26, 2023)

Block 
Number

Slot 
Number

Transaction fee and
optimal time prediction

1M blocks (PoS)

Unique
Proposers

18020000
(Aug 29, 2023)

7207061

Consensus Related Data
+

Execution Payload

7186907

20.2K slots

Small

Large

Medium
16537393

(Feb 1, 2023)

Miner Dynamics Analysis

Paris Upgrade
EIP-3675

(Sept 15, 2022)

12 sec/block13.9 sec/block

14537394
(July 7, 2022)

1M blocks (PoW)

Unique
Miners

Fig. 2: Data Sources and Block Ranges Considered

B. Miner Data

We obtain block header data from the Ethereum full
node [20, 21], including the miner’s public key for the last
1M PoW-Ethereum blocks and the initial 1M PoS-Ethereum
blocks. For simplicity, we exported this data to the JSON for-
mat. Subsequently, we partition the data across three distinct
volumes, each containing 100K, 500K, and 1M blocks. We
extract the unique miner’s public keys and the blocks they
mined for each volume from the extracted header data.

C. Transaction Data

We obtain transaction-related data, including gas used
(gasUsed), gas price (gasPrice), and base fee per gas (base-
FeePerGas) for each transaction from the Ethereum full
node [20, 21] and Google BigQuery [22]. To extract relevant
features for our machine learning model, we employed the
following key transformations: baseFee is calculated as the
product of gasUsed and the baseFeePerGas (see Eq. 1),

baseFee = gasUsed ∗ baseFeePerGas (1)

txnFee is derived from the product of gasUsed and gasPrice
(see Eq. 2),

txnFee = gasUsed ∗ gasPrice (2)



Algorithm 1 Block Slot Mapping BSMAP
Input: Slot number of Beacon Head and block number of main chain block;
Output: Slot number with block number same as the main chain’s block
number;
1: procedure BSMAP(beaconHead,mainChainBlockNum)
2: m← 0
3: n← beaconHead
4: mcb← mainChainBlockNum
5: while m ≤ n do
6: mid← ⌊(m+ n)/2⌋
7: beaconChainBlockNum← fetchBlockNumber(mid)
8: if mcb = beaconChainBlockNum then
9: return mid

10: else if mcb > beaconChainBlockNum then
11: m← mid+ 1
12: else
13: n← mid− 1
14: end if
15: end while
16: return −1
17: end procedure

and priorityFee represents the surplus transaction cost beyond
the baseFee (see Eq. 3).

priorityFee = txnFee− baseFee (3)

We extract consensus-related data, including total votes
and active validators from Ethereum full node [20, 21] and
Beaconcha.in [23], and exported it to the JSON format for
simplicity. Then, to map transaction data to consensus data
to prepare a combined dataset, we introduced the Block Slot
Mapping (BSMAP) algorithm (see Algorithm 1). BSMAP
serves as a strategic solution to establish a reliable mapping
mechanism, enhancing the overall integrity and coherence of
the dataset.

The BSMAP algorithm determines the slot number of a
specific beacon block associated with a main chain block.
It initializes variables m and n, representing the lower and
upper bounds of the search range, respectively, and mcb,
representing the main chain block number (Line 2-4). The
algorithm utilizes a binary search, repeatedly computing the
midpoint (mid) between the current lower and upper bounds
(Line 6). It then fetches the block number corresponding to the
midpoint using the fetchBlockNumber function (Line 7). The
search range is adjusted by comparing the main chain block
number (dbn) and the fetched block number from the beacon
chain. If the two block numbers match, the algorithm returns
the corresponding slot number (i.e., mid) (Line 9). If mcb is
greater, the lower bound is updated to mid+1; otherwise, the
upper bound is updated to mid–1 (Line 10-13). This process
continues until the search range is exhausted (i.e., when m
exceeds n). If no slot corresponding to the main chain block
number is found, the algorithm returns -1 (Line 16). The
algorithm efficiently narrows down the slot number associated
with the main chain block using a binary search strategy.

To enhance data quality, we conducted a thorough analysis
using statistical methods. We systematically removed rows
with missing values to ensure a more comprehensive dataset.
Subsequently, we addressed outliers, which were frequently

TABLE II: Miner frequency comparison

Number of Blocks Number of Miners/Proposers
PoW-Ethereum PoS-Ethereum

100K 72 (1x) 2689 (37.3x)
500K 91 (1x) 5596 (61.5x)
1M 116 (1x) 7115 (61.3x)

encountered, by using z-score (see Eq. 4 where x represents a
data point, µ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation) and
the Standardized Interquartile Range (IQRstandardized) (see
Eq. 5 where Q25, Q50 and Q75 represent the 25th, 50th, and
75th percentiles of attribute y in transactions).

z-score =
x− µ

σ
(4)

IQRstandardized =
Q75(y)−Q25(y)

Q50(y)
(5)

z-score and standardized IQR are chosen for their resilience
to outliers compared to standard measures like mean and stan-
dard deviation. Utilizing these methods effectively identified
and removed outliers from the dataset, resulting in a cleaner
and more reliable dataset for further analysis.

IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

This section presents empirical results answering two ques-
tions. First, how does EIP-3675 affect miner dynamics? (see
Section IV-A). Second, how do Ram determine txnFee (i.e.,
priorityFee and baseFee) and txnTime? (see Section IV-B). For
the experimental setup, we utilized a local Desktop system
with a 12th Gen Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-12700 processor
running at 2.10 GHz, 32 GB RAM, 256 GB SSD, and one
TB HDD.

A. Miner Dynamics

High-Level Idea. EIP-3675 replaces computational re-
sources with stakes, altering miners’ dynamics. For fair assess-
ment, we considered the last 1 M blocks of PoW-Ethereum and
the first 1M blocks of PoS-Ethereum. To begin with, we ran
an experiment on the miner count. Results have indicated that
the miner count has significantly increased for PoS-Ethereum,
compared to PoW-Ethereum (see Table II). To further un-
derstand the variation, we categorized miners/proposers into
three categories, i.e., Small, Medium, and Large, based on the
number of blocks they have mined. The objective was to gain
insights into the distribution of mining activities among peers
in the network based on their resource-holding capabilities
(computational resources in PoW and Stakes in PoS). The
results have shown that the small-scale miner count has
particularly seen a huge increase with little to no change in the
rest of the two categories, i.e., Medium and Large (see Fig 3).
Finally, we have explored the randomness of miner selection
by analyzing the patterns of the last 50 blocks mined by top-
10 miners for PoW-Ethereum and the first 50 blocks mined by
top-10 proposers for PoS-Ethereum. The results show reduced
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Fig. 3: Miner Categorization

randomness in miner selection, i.e., Large proposers were able
to mine blocks in a close-to-contiguous manner (see Fig 4).

Miner Count Experiment. We extracted and analyzed the
unique number of miners/proposers from PoW-Ethereum and
PoS-Ethereum networks across various block volumes (100K,
500K, and 1M blocks), respectively. The results unveiled a
notable difference (see Table II); PoS-Ethereum network exhib-
ited a significant increase (≈ 50×) in unique miners. It means
PoS-Ethereum encourages broader participation, resulting in a
larger pool of unique proposers in PoS-Ethereum.

Miner Distribution Experiment. We categorized
miners/proposers into three categories: Large (miners who
have mined more than 100K blocks), Medium (miners who
have mined 10K to 100K blocks), and Small (miners who have
mined less than 10K blocks). Following this categorization, we
represented the distribution of miners across these categories
(see Fig. 3). To improve the visualization’s clarity and
effectiveness, we applied a logarithmic scale to the ‘number
of miners’, recognizing the significant disparity between
PoW and PoS data. The impact of EIP-3675 is apparent
through the logarithmic representation, notably revealing a
considerable increase (≈ 60×) in the number of small-scale
miners across block volumes (100K, 500K, and 1M). This
observation highlights a substantial shift in miner dynamics
in PoS-Ethereum, emphasizing the heightened involvement of
small-scale miners. Our findings suggest that the transition
to PoS creates a more flexible and accessible environment
for miners, encouraging a diverse and decentralized network
participation landscape.

Miner Randomness Experiment. We designed the experi-
ment for miner randomness as follows. First, we find the top
10 miners for PoW-Ethereum and the top 10 proposers for
PoS-Ethereum. Later, we extract block numbers of the last 50
blocks mined by each of the top 10 miners for PoW-Ethereum.
Similarly, we extract the block numbers of the first 50 blocks
mined by each of the top 10 proposers for PoS-Ethereum.
We generate two scatter plots to study miner randomness
(see Fig. 4). The left plot depicts the last 50 blocks mined
by each of the top 10 miners of PoW-Ethereum, while the
right plot depicts the first 50 blocks proposed by each of the
top 10 proposers of PoS-Ethereum. For improved clarity, we
have truncated the 256-bit public key to display only the first
five characters. Clearly, the block proposals by proposers in
PoS-Ethereum exhibit a higher degree of consecutiveness or
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Fig. 4: Ethereum Block Distribution

alternativeness than PoW-Ethereum. This observation shows
the reduction in block proposals’ randomness among block
proposers, as PoW relies on computational puzzle-solving,
which is more random than staking. Despite the multifold
increase in the number of small-scale miners, there is a
simultaneous decrease in the overall randomness of the system.

B. Transaction Fee and Time Prediction

The txnFee in Ethereum comprises two crucial components:
the baseFee and the priorityFee. Determining the baseFee
considers various factors such as network congestion, trans-
action confirmation demand, and the availability of active
validators. On the other hand, users can choose the priorityFee.
While it is technically possible to send a transaction without a
priorityFee, in practical terms, proposers are unlikely to accept
such transactions. The baseFee is burnt during transaction
processing, while the priorityFee goes to the proposer. De-
ciding priorityFee becomes important as users must maintain
a balance i.e., paying too little may result in transaction
delays or non-inclusion, while spending too much may lead
to unnecessary expenses, as the priorityFee can only offer
benefits up to a certain extent.

To address this challenge, we determine an optimal txnFee
that ensures a proposer accepts a user’s transaction. Our
approach aims to aid the fee-setting process by utilizing
regression-based machine learning models. We train a set
of machine learning regression models on a diverse set of
data that encompasses network conditions, validator activities,
and historical transaction patterns to recognize complicated
patterns and correlations between them. The machine learning
models serve as valuable tools for users, providing insights
into the optimal combination of baseFee and priorityFee for
successful and timely transaction confirmations.

High-Level Idea. We have employed the regression predic-
tion models as in [24, 25, 26, 27, 28], to choose the most suit-
able model for predicting txnFee and txnTime accurately for
PoS-Ethereum. These models include Extra Trees Regressor
(ET), K-Neighbours Regressor (KN), Linear Regression (LR),
Random Forest Regressor (RF), Gradient Boosting Regressor
(GB), and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB). Each model
brought unique strengths and perspectives, allowing for the
exploration of the complex TFM dynamics. To compare these
models, we have also designed a baseline txnFee estimation
method.



TABLE III: Model performance comparison for baseFee prediction

Total 100K Transactions 200K Transactions 500K Transactions
Model MAE RMSE R2Score MAE RMSE R2Score MAE RMSE R2Score

ET 13418.66 39786.01 0.999002 4854.707 14342.27 0.999843 15728.64 39284.53 0.99936
KN 182125 320350.3 0.935301 126884 234678.3 0.958051 388239.2 601938.4 0.849626
LR 126529.2 177014.7 0.980246 122060.1 169425.5 0.978136 358227.1 480535.5 0.904166
RF 14516.22 40374.6 0.998972 6817.447 17456.16 0.999768 13039.19 30149.31 0.999623
GB 35695.44 62800.32 0.997514 24969.59 38985.51 0.998842 51570.78 79860.5 0.997353

XGB 15997.23 35573.88 0.999202 10935.79 20148.54 0.999691 27519.35 50995.66 0.998921
Notes: (1) Green highlights indicate the lowest MAE, lowest RMSE, and highest R2 score (best results). (2) Red highlights indicate the highest MAE, highest RMSE, and lowest R2 score (worst results).

Baseline Transaction Fee Estimation Method. The state-
of-the-art mostly discusses machine learning models trained
on transaction-related data (based on PoW) for predicting of
txnFee in PoW-Ethereum setting. On the contrary, we fed ML
models with network-related data (PoS-based) and transaction-
related data for making predictions in PoS-Ethereum setting.
Therefore, a direct comparison is not feasible. However, as it
is a critical aspect, we have included the comparison against
the Etherscan’s estimation method named ‘Ethereum Gas
Tracker’. Etherscan (a Block Explorer and Analytics Platform
for Ethereum) [29], has an inbuilt estimation approach to
predict the transaction confirmation time based on the gas
price setted by the user. The estimation approach in Etherscan
utilizes the gas price to group transactions of the last 1000
blocks and calculates the average confirmation time. Simlar
to this estimation approach, we have established a baseline
by calculating the mean txnFee by taking the avearage of the
last 1000 transaction fees (see Eq. 6). This has provided a
starting point for comparison and set the stage for a more
sophisticated ML approaches to predict txnFee. We trained a
set of regression-based machine learning models, and results
are compared against the baseline approach.

txnFeen =
1

1000

n−1∑
i=n−1000

txnFeei (6)

We have considered the following evaluation metrics to as-
sess the performance of the regression-based ML models: Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
and R-squared (R2). These metrics provided a quantitative
measure of accuracy, enabling us to discern the strengths and
weaknesses of each model in capturing the underlying patterns
in txnfee and txnTime.

RMSE measures the deviation between actual and predicted
values and accurately reflects the measurement’s precision.
The prediction’s accuracy is inversely proportional to the
RMSE value; a lower RMSE value indicates higher accuracy.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=i

(yi − ŷ)2 (7)

It is calculated as the root of the mean value of the squared
difference between actual value and predicted value, as shown
in Eq. 7. Here, yi and ŷi are the actual and predicted values for
the ith transaction, and n is the number of predicted values.

MAE is calculated by taking the mean of the absolute

difference between the actual and predicted values, as shown
in Eq. 8. Similar to RMSE, the lower MAE value reflects the
higher prediction accuracy.

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=i

| yi − ŷ | (8)

R2 Score (coefficient of determination) quantifies the
extent of variation in the dependent output value predicted
using the independent input value. Essentially, it serves as a
metric to gauge the effectiveness of a regression model in
forecasting actual data outcomes. The R2 Score is proportional
to the model’s accuracy; a higher R2 Score is preferable as it
signifies better results.

R2 = 1− SSres

SStot
= 1−

∑n
i=1 (yi − ŷi)

2∑n
i=1 (yi − ȳi)2

(9)

It is calculated as one minus the ratio of the sum of squared
residuals to the total sum of squares, as shown in Eq. 9. SSres

is the sum of squared residuals, SStot is the total sum of
squares, and ȳ is the mean of the actual values.

For baseFee prediction, ET and RF perform well for 200K
and 500K transactions respectively (see Table III). Both exhibit
low MAE and RMSE values and a high R2 value, indicating
high accuracy in predicting the baseFee. However, KN displays
comparatively lower accuracy metrics across all transaction
volumes, yielding higherMAE and RMSE values and a lower
R2 value, indicating that it might not be as well-suited for fee
prediction as compared to other models.
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Fig. 5: Prediction results for baseFee

Base Fee Prediction. Complementing the quantitative met-
rics presented in Table III, line charts provide a dynamic
visualization of the performance of the EtherScan estimation
method and the machine learning models. We have plotted line
charts for the best and worst models regarding performance,



TABLE IV: Model performance comparison for priorityFee prediction

100K Transactions 200K Transactions 500K Transactions
Model MAE RMSE R2Score MAE RMSE R2Score MAE RMSE R2Score

ET 5719.28 17311.48 0.948008 5016.343 17523.39 0.939837 10298.51 24332.18 0.88461
KN 48590.26 78209.76 -0.06119 43888.42 72811.24 -0.03869 52302.45 80058.58 -0.24917
LR 29119.9 48814.51 0.5866 26587.31 46005.95 0.585314 29095.41 45330.49 0.599515
RF 5803.747 17319.83 0.947957 5540.436 19328.37 0.926805 10178.88 24094.48 0.886854
GB 6507.821 16897.28 0.950466 6187.508 16742.03 0.945083 10275.47 23707.63 0.890458

XGB 6866.978 19180.89 0.936172 6186.524 18394.71 0.933706 10980.68 25443.89 0.873825
Notes: (1) Green highlights indicate the lowest MAE, lowest RMSE, and highest R2 score (best results). (2) Red highlights indicate the highest MAE, highest RMSE, and lowest R2 score (worst results).

respectively, illustrating the relationship between actual, esti-
mated, and predicted values for baseFee (see Fig. 5). The x-
axis represents transaction IDs, while the y-axis signifies the
corresponding baseFee values (in millions). We have defined
a broken y-axis between 7M and 99M to provide clear visuals
even for outliers (in the case of estimated baseFee). Both
charts focus on a systematic sample of 100 transactions for
clear visualization. The plot displays three lines— the first
line indicating actual baseFee values (in black), the second
line indicating estimated baseFee values (in red dashes), and
the third line depicting predicted values (in green dashes)
from the machine learning models. The alignment among
these lines highlights the model’s accuracy (less deviation
indicates high accuracy). Noticeably, the ET performed well
with negligible deviation (see Fig. 5(a)), while the KN exhib-
ited little deviation(see Fig. 5(b)). In contrast, the estimation
method shows too much deviation from the actual values.
Our proposed models, even the worst-performing model, yield
highly accurate results compared to the estimation method.

Priority Fee Prediction. Regarding priorityFee, model effi-
ciency is slightly different; no model performs exceptionally
well across all transaction volumes (see Table IV). However,
the GB performed well in most metrics, with lower RMSE
and MAE values and a higher R2 value, indicating high
accuracy in prediction results. Conversely, the KN performs
worst, similar to the case of the baseFee. Similar to baseFee,
we have plotted the line charts for the best and worst models in
terms of performance, respectively, illustrating the relationship
between real, estimated, and predicted values for priorityFee
(see Fig. 6). The x-axis represents transaction IDs, while
the y-axis signifies the corresponding priorityFee values (in
Thousands). We have used a broken y-axis between 350K
and 3.1M to provide clear visuals even for outliers (in case
of estimated priorityFee). Similar to baseFee prediction, we
focus on a systematic sample of 100 transactions for clarity.
Each chart showcases three lines— the first line indicating
actual priorityFee values (in black), the second line indicating
estimated priorityFee values (in red dashes), and the third
line depicting predicted values (in green dashes) from the
machine learning models. The coherence between these lines
highlights their precision in predicting priorityFee. Notably,
the GB shows little deviation (see Fig. 6(a)), and the KN
exhibits substantial deviations (see Fig. 6(b)), whereas the
estimated values show extreme deviation from actual values.

Transaction Time Prediction. In the Ethereum network,
txnFee can significantly increase due to congestion and high
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Fig. 6: Prediction results for priorityFee

demand for transaction confirmations. To mitigate the risk
of higher costs, we propose a machine learning model to
predict the optimal txnTime when txnFee is minimal. Similar
to previous experiments, we plotted the line charts for the
best and worst-performing models in predicting txntime (see
Fig. 7). As with the previous charts, we focus on the systematic
sample of 100 transactions for clarity. Each chart displays two
lines—one indicating the actual timestamps (in black) and the
other representing predicted timestamps (in green) from our
machine-learning models. LR performed very well with little
deviation from the actual values (see Fig. 7(a)). At the same
time, the KN exhibits a significant deviation from actual values
(see Fig. 7(b)). Due to space limitations, we have not included
a performance comparison table for the models. This approach
enables users to time their transactions strategically, leveraging
the model’s predictions to minimize txnFee during periods of
network congestion. Visualizing model performance through
line charts effectively enhances our understanding of each
model’s predictive capabilities, emphasizing the importance of
selecting the most reliable model for optimal results.
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Fig. 7: Prediction results for transaction time

As the efficiency of machine learning models is intricately
tied to the training dataset, any changes in the Ethereum



network’s dynamics can impact quantitative results while
qualitative outcomes remain consistent. Significant shifts in
Ethereum network conditions may necessitate modifications
to machine learning models. For instance, a model yielding
highly accurate results in the current scenario may fail to do
so in a different scenario. Hence, a growing research direction
aims to evolve machine learning models in the changing
Ethereum network.

V. RELATED WORK

The user determines the txnFee; the transaction inclusion
probability in the ledger increases, and the transaction wait
time decreases with the increase in txnFee; this has led to the
need for solutions that can offer insights to users on setting
transaction fees depending on their custom requirements (refer
to Fig. 1 for better clarity). Across the blockchain frameworks
(e.g., Bitcoin [30] and Ethereum [15, 31]), TFM is explored
with a focus on user experience in transacting with such
systems. We are restricting it to Ethereum as our work only
aims to understand the miner dynamics and TFM in the context
of Ethereum.

Research on TFM has been prevalent among the Ethereum
community since the EIP-1559 release [15, 31, 32]. EIP-
1559 [19] proposes a major change to Ethereum’s TFM and
reforms the txnFee market. It introduces a new fee struc-
ture involving baseFee and priorityFee. Users must pay a
dynamic baseFee, which adjusts based on network demand
i.e., the baseFee increases when the network is congested
and decreases when the network is less busy. Additionally,
they can pay a priorityFee to expedite the inclusion of their
transactions [15]. The baseFee is burnt, thereby reducing the
overall supply of Ethereum, while the priorityFee is given to
proposers.

EIP-1559 has improved the user experience by reducing
the variation in gas prices within each block. This is achieved
by fixing the baseFeePerGas for all transactions in a block,
thus reducing users’ waiting time [31]. One of the challenges
associated with cryptocurrency transactions is determining the
optimal txnFee. If the fee is too low, the transaction may
take a long time to process, while users risk overpaying if
it is too high. Arnaud et al. [33] have proposed a prediction
and optimization method that combines the Monte Carlo
approach [34] and a binary search approach to address this
problem. This method predicts the probability of transaction
confirmation and determines the optimal txnFee required for
confirmation within a specified time limit.

In Ethereum, txnFee depends on gas price. Given the
variability of factors, including difficulty, block gas limit,
transaction gas limit, and ether price, it is crucial to determine
the optimal gas price. Failing to do so can result in delayed
transaction processing and higher costs, negatively impacting
user experience and financial efficiency. Fangxiao et al. [24]
introduced a Machine Learning Regression-based approach
(MLR) to address these challenges. MLR predicts the optimal
gas price for the upcoming block, ensuring efficient transaction
confirmation and cost minimization with an accuracy of 74.9

These works explore TFM for the PoW-Ethereum sce-
nario, which has become obsolete since Ethereum transitioned
to PoS, changing the miners’ dynamics. In this paper, we
empirically analyze miner dynamics to assess its effect on
decentralization and utilize regression-based machine learning
models to predict txnFee and txnTime considering the PoS-
Ethereum scenario.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have comprehensively studied how Ethereum’s Paris up-
grade (i.e., PoW to PoS) significantly impacts the miners’ dy-
namics. Empirical research unveils findings (some anticipated
and others unexpected) that are important for the Ethereum
community. Anticipated findings are increased miner partic-
ipation and lower txnFee, which align with our intuitions.
A surprising finding is that miner selection randomness is
negatively affected after the Paris upgrade.

EIP-3675 substantially increased the unique miners (≈ 50×
PoW). Moreover, analyzing miners category-wise reveals a
significant increase in the participation of small-scale min-
ers (≈ 60× PoW). Conversely, the impact on the number
of medium and large miners is negligible. This suggests
that PoS-Ethereum empowers small-scale miners by enabling
their participation without requiring significant computing
resources, encouraging broader miner engagement in block
proposals. However, EIP-3675 reduces the proposer selection
randomness, which signifies this upgrade’s negative impact on
network decentralization.

EIP-3675 also affects the TFM as validators have started
considering transactions with lower fees, which led to lower
but volatile txnFee. Therefore, we utilized regression-based
machine learning to predict txnFee (i.e., baseFee and prior-
ityFee), determine how much priorityFee the user should pay
so that their transaction gets confirmed without much delay,
and predict the optimal transaction time on which the user
should invoke the transaction so that the txnFee is lesser. The
experimental results showed that ET, GB, and LR perform best
in predicting baseFee, priorityFee, and txnFee, respectively,
while KN performs worst. As the Ethereum network is encoun-
tering several significant upgrades, continual modifications to
machine-learning models may be necessary. Hence, a growing
research direction aims to evolve machine learning models in
the Ethereum network.
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